
Skills and concepts to be developed and assessed (linking to identified AOs)  Analyse a range of music from ‘The Great Classics’ covering a range of orchestral music.   E.g  Beethoven’s 5th Symphony Compare the main features of the concerto, symphony and programme music using ‘the elements of music’ terminology. Demonstrate an understanding of the main sections of an orchestra (Woodwind, Strings, Brass, Percussion) Develop the ability to follow staff notation, focusing on treble clef melodic parts.  Factual knowledge to be taught and assessed (including subject specific vocabulary).  Know a range of influential composers:   E.g. Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Elgar Categorise instruments into families of orchestral instruments. Label an orchestra seating plan. Understand staff notation to include note lengths, rests and pitches (treble clef, note lengths to semi-quaver). Identify the use of musical elements, learning related technical language for tempo, dynamics and pitch (melodic shape).   Formative Assessment/key piece of work prior to end of unit:  Aural tests: identifying instrumental sections.  Staff notation exercises, including following a simple score of a treble clef part.  (homework will also support this)  Quizlet test on the music and life of the great composers.  The effect of changing tempi, dynamics and pitch through listening exercises.  Score reading assessment, identification of note lengths, pitch (melodic shape). Summative Assessment 

 Performance of an arranged piece from The Great Classics, e.g. Ode to Joy from Beethoven symphony number 9.  A composition using treble clef for an orchestral instrument e.g violin  Listening test to include identification of instruments, instrument families, tempo and dynamics.   Building Retention: What prior learning must be built upon/revisited and how will it be assessed?  This is the first unit, a listening test will include a range of aural exercises will be used as a baseline.   Spelling-Punctuation-Grammar How will you promote high standards within this module?  Quizlet will be used to enable online support at home as well as in lessons. Spelling tests will be undertaken regularly in student log books.   Link forward: where next for the learning?  Next unit: Spring term Folk Music. Notation work will be extended through time signature work.  Folk instruments from different areas of the world will extend their understanding of timbre. Summer term unit: Work on leitmotifs will add expressive uses of instruments as well as a study of scales and keys.  GCSE Music: Area of study 1: The Concerto, orchestral music through time, Bach, Mozart and a range of other composers. Score reading in the listening paper. Staff notation requirement.  
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